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1. _________is the capital of Iran where IS terrorists attacked parliament

2. ________from UP became 14
th

  president of India and he is the first BJP candidate to hold the office 

since Independence . Ram Nath Kovind

3. ________was the first Dalit  president of India? 

4. In  ________was the last G-20 summit held? 

5. In  ________is North 24 Parganas?

6. ________is the Prime minister of Israel?

7. ________is the de facto capital of Israel and  ________

8. India and Israel signed 7 agreements 

development in innovation? 40 

9. ________Pyongyang is the capital of  ________?

10. Oil companies  ________and HPCL(Hin

ONGC 

11. ________is the US secretary of state? 

12. Maritime Silk road is the pet project of ___________country?

13. World’s longest train journey starts from ___________country?

14. _________is the repo rate in the last bimonthly policy?

15. _________% is the RBI’s GVA(Gross Value added)  growth forecast for this year. 

16. _________is the new PM of Ireland? 

17.  The most debatable phrase ‘triple

18. In _________place is bodhi west hills where India

Theni district, Tamilnadu 

19. _________is the capital of Kazaksthan where India 

Cooperation Organisation) 

20. When India and Pakistan Joined SCO , there are  ________full members in it? 

21. Aamir khan’s _________movie is the first top grossing non Hollywood film in China? 

22. Justice C.S Karnan faces contempt of court case in Supreme Court. He was the judge 

Court? Calcutta High Court 

23. _________is the only state where the new GST (Goods and services tax) is not applicable?

24. _________is the the US secretary of 

25. _________members are there in the monetary policy committee

26. _________is the head of the monetary policy committee
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_________is the capital of Iran where IS terrorists attacked parliament recently 

president of India and he is the first BJP candidate to hold the office 

Ram Nath Kovind 

Dalit  president of India? K. R. Narayanan 

20 summit held? Hamberg, Germany  

In  ________is North 24 Parganas? WB 

________is the Prime minister of Israel?Benjamin Nethanyahu 

facto capital of Israel and  ________is the working capital? 

India and Israel signed 7 agreements including   ________million dollar joint fund for research and 

________Pyongyang is the capital of  ________? 

Oil companies  ________and HPCL(Hindusthan Petroleum Corporation Ltd)  

________is the US secretary of state? Rex Tillerson 

Maritime Silk road is the pet project of ___________country? China 

World’s longest train journey starts from ___________country?Yiwu(China) 

_________is the repo rate in the last bimonthly policy?6.25 

_________% is the RBI’s GVA(Gross Value added)  growth forecast for this year. 

_________is the new PM of Ireland? Leo Varadhar 

The most debatable phrase ‘triple- talaq is related to _________? Divorce  

In _________place is bodhi west hills where India-based Neutrino Observatory(INO)

_________is the capital of Kazaksthan where India became the full member of SCO

When India and Pakistan Joined SCO , there are  ________full members in it? 

Aamir khan’s _________movie is the first top grossing non Hollywood film in China? 

Justice C.S Karnan faces contempt of court case in Supreme Court. He was the judge 

_________is the only state where the new GST (Goods and services tax) is not applicable?

_________is the the US secretary of Defense? James Mattis 

_________members are there in the monetary policy committee.6 

_________is the head of the monetary policy committee. RBI Governor 
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recently . Tehran 

president of India and he is the first BJP candidate to hold the office 

is the working capital? Jerusalem, Tel Aviv 

including   ________million dollar joint fund for research and 

 has been consolidated . 

 Yiwu -Madrid 

_________% is the RBI’s GVA(Gross Value added)  growth forecast for this year. 7.3% 

based Neutrino Observatory(INO) is proposed? 

the full member of SCO(Shangai 

When India and Pakistan Joined SCO , there are  ________full members in it? 8 

Aamir khan’s _________movie is the first top grossing non Hollywood film in China? Dangal 

Justice C.S Karnan faces contempt of court case in Supreme Court. He was the judge in _________High 

_________is the only state where the new GST (Goods and services tax) is not applicable?J&K 
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27. With GST we often hear GSP. The 

28. GCC(Gulf Cooperation Council) boycotted  ________country

Iran ? Qatar 

29. ________place Eravikulam National  park which has a large number of Nilagiri Tahr?

30. ________is India’s Navy Chief? Admiral Sunil nanba

31. ISRO launched India’s heaviest GSLV, ________ of 3.1 tonnes weight to reach 36000KM from earth. ? 

GSLV Mark-III    

32. India is among top 3 investment destination according to World investment report 2017 publiched by  

________? UNCTAD (UN conference on Trade and development)

33. Recently launched Indian Satellite’s name was NAVIC. The expansion is ___________?

with Indian Constellation 

34. The name of the GPS system of Russia is ___________

___________Glonass and Galelio respectively.

35. The name of the GPS system of China  is ___________

36. In  ___________state Narmada canal is 

37. ___________is the Indian trade port nearest to Nepal

38. ___________Iran port is being built by India for trade

39. ___________aims to provide five crore subsidized LPG

40. ___________aims to revive energy distribu

41. China Builds  ___________port of 

42. China builds  ___________port of Pakistan

43. Ravi and Beas river is in news. It is in

44. The permanent court of Arbitration is in 

45. ___________project is a flagship project to clean Ganga river by 2020 and Govt allocated Rs. 30000 

crore for the same. Namami Ganga

46. ________program aims to help women entrepreneurs especially tribal women? 

47. India’s universal immunization program cover 

48. What is PRAGATI ___________Proactive Governance and timely Implementation

49. India eradicated  ___________disease in august 2015

India. Neonatal Tetanus. 2014 

50. ___________is meant to function as a metadata intelligence gr

with various agencies.   NATGRID

51. After Millennium Development Goal it will be 

52. ___________is the program to help manual scavengers
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With GST we often hear GSP. The expansion is ________. GST suvidha providers.

boycotted  ________country alleging its support for Islamic state and 

________place Eravikulam National  park which has a large number of Nilagiri Tahr?

Admiral Sunil nanba 

ISRO launched India’s heaviest GSLV, ________ of 3.1 tonnes weight to reach 36000KM from earth. ? 

a is among top 3 investment destination according to World investment report 2017 publiched by  

UNCTAD (UN conference on Trade and development) 

Recently launched Indian Satellite’s name was NAVIC. The expansion is ___________?

The name of the GPS system of Russia is ___________and The name of the GPS system of UK 

Glonass and Galelio respectively.  

The name of the GPS system of China  is ___________Beidou 

___________state Narmada canal is located . Gujarat 

___________is the Indian trade port nearest to Nepal. Haldia Port 

___________Iran port is being built by India for trade Chabahar 

___________aims to provide five crore subsidized LPG Ujwala Yojana 

___________aims to revive energy distribution companies. UDAY(Ujwal Discom Assurance Yojana)

___________port of Sreelanka .  Hambantota 

___________port of Pakistan. Gwadar 

news. It is in  ___________state?Punjab 

ion is in  ___________Hague 

___________project is a flagship project to clean Ganga river by 2020 and Govt allocated Rs. 30000 

Namami Ganga 

________program aims to help women entrepreneurs especially tribal women? 

universal immunization program cover  ___________life threatening diseases

Proactive Governance and timely Implementation

___________disease in august 2015 and  Polio was eradicated in 

___________is meant to function as a metadata intelligence grid by networking multiple data 

NATGRID 

After Millennium Development Goal it will be  ___________goal by UNDP. Sustainable Devel

help manual scavengers. Safai Karamchari 
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GST suvidha providers. 

alleging its support for Islamic state and 

________place Eravikulam National  park which has a large number of Nilagiri Tahr? 

ISRO launched India’s heaviest GSLV, ________ of 3.1 tonnes weight to reach 36000KM from earth. ? 

a is among top 3 investment destination according to World investment report 2017 publiched by  

Recently launched Indian Satellite’s name was NAVIC. The expansion is ___________?Navigation 

The name of the GPS system of UK is 

(Ujwal Discom Assurance Yojana) 

___________project is a flagship project to clean Ganga river by 2020 and Govt allocated Rs. 30000 

________program aims to help women entrepreneurs especially tribal women? Stand up India 

___________life threatening diseases. 13 

Proactive Governance and timely Implementation 

Polio was eradicated in  ___________year in 

id by networking multiple data available 

Sustainable Devel Goal 
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53. Kakrapar Atomic power station is in 

54. Rathambore tiger reserve is in  ___________state

55. The biggest animal fair in the country is Rajasthan’s 

56. TAPI is the initiative of oil transporting between 

India 

57. Expansion of PRASAD initiated by the govt of India is 

Spirituality augmentation drive

58. Expansion of HRIDAY initiated by the Indian Govt is 

augmentation Yojana 

59. Madhava Rao scindia Stadium is in 

60.  ___________currency got the status of Special Drawing Rights currency with US dollar, E

Pound. Renminbi (Yuan) 

61. The swach Bharath Tax: ___________% on services

62. ___________is the president of Myanmar

63. ___________is the External affairs spoke person of India

64. ___________is the National Security Advisor

India. Ajith Dowal, Aravind Subramaniam

65. ___________is the Chairman of ISRO

66. India built the parliament building of 

67. The bank which will facilitate savings and

_________Payment Bank 

68. India is in a bid to be the member of nuclear supplier group. How many countries are there in NSG?

_________48 

69. India’s  foreign secretary is _________?

70. Kaziranga national park in Assam is famous with _________animal? 

71. Proposed 122
nd

 constitutional amendment bill is for _________

72. _________is the head of BCCI now? 

73. _________is the minimum capital requirement of payment bank?

74. By the RBI guideline  the maximum deposit a customer can deposit in payment bank is___

75. _________is the virtual currency circulated through internet? 

76.   _________is the name for the LED based Domestic Efficient Lighting program (DELP) by Ministry for 

power, coal and new and renewable energy. The program successfully runs over 120 cities in India? 

Ujala 

77. Since  April 2016, Base rate is   replaced by 

banks in India? MCLR (Marginal costs of Funds based Lending Rate)
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Kakrapar Atomic power station is in  ___________state.  Gujrat 

___________state.  Rajasthan 

The biggest animal fair in the country is Rajasthan’s  ___________Pushkar Mela

TAPI is the initiative of oil transporting between  ___________countries Turkmenisthan Afgan pak 

Expansion of PRASAD initiated by the govt of India is  ___________Pilgrimage rejuvenation and 

Spirituality augmentation drive 

pansion of HRIDAY initiated by the Indian Govt is  ___________Heritage City Development and 

Madhava Rao scindia Stadium is in  ___________. Rajkot 

___________currency got the status of Special Drawing Rights currency with US dollar, E

The swach Bharath Tax: ___________% on services. 0.5% 

___________is the president of Myanmar. U Htin Kyaw 

___________is the External affairs spoke person of India. Vikas Swarup 

___________is the National Security Advisor of India and ___________is the Economic advisor of 

, Aravind Subramaniam  

___________is the Chairman of ISRO. Kiran Kumar 

India built the parliament building of  ___________country. Afganisthan  

The bank which will facilitate savings and withdrawals but won’t lend money as loans is called as 

India is in a bid to be the member of nuclear supplier group. How many countries are there in NSG?

India’s  foreign secretary is _________?S. Jaishankar 

national park in Assam is famous with _________animal? One horned Rhino

constitutional amendment bill is for _________GST 

is the head of BCCI now? Vinodh rai 

_________is the minimum capital requirement of payment bank?100 crore 

the RBI guideline  the maximum deposit a customer can deposit in payment bank is___

_________is the virtual currency circulated through internet? Bitcoin 

_________is the name for the LED based Domestic Efficient Lighting program (DELP) by Ministry for 

power, coal and new and renewable energy. The program successfully runs over 120 cities in India? 

Since  April 2016, Base rate is   replaced by  _________which has to be complied by all commercial 

MCLR (Marginal costs of Funds based Lending Rate) 
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Pushkar Mela 

Turkmenisthan Afgan pak 

Pilgrimage rejuvenation and 

Heritage City Development and 

___________currency got the status of Special Drawing Rights currency with US dollar, Euro, Yen and 

and ___________is the Economic advisor of 

withdrawals but won’t lend money as loans is called as 

India is in a bid to be the member of nuclear supplier group. How many countries are there in NSG? 

One horned Rhino 

the RBI guideline  the maximum deposit a customer can deposit in payment bank is_______? 1 lakh 

_________is the name for the LED based Domestic Efficient Lighting program (DELP) by Ministry for 

power, coal and new and renewable energy. The program successfully runs over 120 cities in India? 

_____which has to be complied by all commercial 
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78. _________is the commercial wing of ISRO? 

79. Gold modernization scheme is an attempt to reduce the import of gold and  ________

account deficit 

80. _________ Facility a payment bank will not offer? 

81. _________is India’s first small finance bank that was opened in Punjab recently?

bank 

82. Small finance bank’s capital requirement is _________

83. Indian Government’s ___________plan(yojana) found place in Guinness Book of Records in 2014?

84. In ___________state is Ken-Betwa river interlink? 

85. ___________is the Asia’s largest freshwater oxbow lake which is located in Bihar

86. The climate summit COP-22 took place in ___________

87. What is the main aim of amalgamating SBI with associates and BMB? 

of the world 

88. ___________is the attorney general of India? 

89. ________i s the village, Sachin adopted under Sansad Adharsh Gram Yojana? 

90. If people are willing to deposit unaccounted money they have to deposit in banks under ________yojana 

with 50% tax till Dec 30? Garib Kalyan Yojana

91. ISRO adopted the Brahmasandra vil

the quality of the life of the farmers? 

92. In ______state is Sutlej- Yamuna interlink? 

93. New 2000, 500 denomination numerals are  in _______format? 

94. _____countries figure in ease of doing business? 

95. _____is the CEO of National Payment Corporation of India? 

96. _____is the headquarters of BIMSTEC? 

97. ______is the  Headquarters of OPEC? 

98. The historical Budhist site in Tawang is in _____state? 

99. After becoming 35
th

 member of _____,India can now make 300km above range of missiles in 

collaboration with other countries and can also sell the missiles? 

100. In Monetary policy committee what is the term duration of external members? 
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_________is the commercial wing of ISRO? Antrix Corporation 

Gold modernization scheme is an attempt to reduce the import of gold and  ________

_________ Facility a payment bank will not offer? Credit card 

_________is India’s first small finance bank that was opened in Punjab recently?

Small finance bank’s capital requirement is _________100 crores 

Indian Government’s ___________plan(yojana) found place in Guinness Book of Records in 2014?

Betwa river interlink? Madhya Pradesh 

___________is the Asia’s largest freshwater oxbow lake which is located in Bihar

22 took place in ___________Marrakech, Morocco

What is the main aim of amalgamating SBI with associates and BMB? To be par with Leading banks 

___________is the attorney general of India? Mukul Rohatgi 

lage, Sachin adopted under Sansad Adharsh Gram Yojana? 

If people are willing to deposit unaccounted money they have to deposit in banks under ________yojana 

Garib Kalyan Yojana 

ISRO adopted the Brahmasandra village of Tumkuru district of ________state in an effort to improve 

the quality of the life of the farmers? Karnataka 

Yamuna interlink? Punjab 

New 2000, 500 denomination numerals are  in _______format? Devanagari 

re in ease of doing business? 189 

_____is the CEO of National Payment Corporation of India? A.P Hatta 

_____is the headquarters of BIMSTEC? Dhaka 

______is the  Headquarters of OPEC? vienna 

The historical Budhist site in Tawang is in _____state? Arunachal Pradhesh 

member of _____,India can now make 300km above range of missiles in 

collaboration with other countries and can also sell the missiles? MTCR 

In Monetary policy committee what is the term duration of external members? 
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Gold modernization scheme is an attempt to reduce the import of gold and  _________? Current 

_________is India’s first small finance bank that was opened in Punjab recently?Capital small finance 

Indian Government’s ___________plan(yojana) found place in Guinness Book of Records in 2014? 

___________is the Asia’s largest freshwater oxbow lake which is located in Bihar? Kanwar Lake 

Marrakech, Morocco 

To be par with Leading banks 

lage, Sachin adopted under Sansad Adharsh Gram Yojana? Pattamraju Kandriga 

If people are willing to deposit unaccounted money they have to deposit in banks under ________yojana 

lage of Tumkuru district of ________state in an effort to improve 

 

member of _____,India can now make 300km above range of missiles in 

In Monetary policy committee what is the term duration of external members? 4 years, non renewable 
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